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Abstract
We present images of Jupiter’s northern UV aurorae
taken by the Hubble Space Telescope as part of a large
observing campaign in January 2014. The high time
resolution observations allow the dynamics of the
different components of the aurorae to be observed.
Particular features of interest are large regions of
diffuse emission, which occurred equatorward of
the main oval, enveloping the auroral footprint of
Ganymede. These diffuse, low latitude emissions are
caused by the injection of hot plasma from the outer
magnetosphere, a process which has previously been
related to interchange between the flux tubes from
the outer magnetosphere and outward-moving flux
tubes loaded with iogenic plasma. Over the two-week
observing interval the auroral signatures of two large
injection events were observed, while the main oval
generally decreased in intensity. We suggest that the
overall dimming of the main oval results from the
weakening of the corotation-enforcement currents that
drive the main emission, following the replacement
of the radially-stretched, mass-loaded flux tubes by
more dipolar flux tubes containing rarefied hot plasma.
Figure 1: HST/STIS images of Jupiter’s northern UV
aurorae from January 2014. The narrow, intense main
oval observed at the start of the observing interval on
1 Jan is shown at the top. The middle panels show
two examples of low latitude diffuse emissions related
to hot plasma injections accompanied by fainter main
oval emission. The bottom panel shows an image
taken on the last day of the campaign, 16 Jan, in which
the main oval remains dim.
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